9vtl * Some few remarks may be made on this graphic form. By the arrangement proposed the poem divides into two equal strophes of 12 lines each; and the forms are almost wholly correspondent. I had earlier thought of supplying in B 2 the plus contained in B 14, as a clerical omission; but I have avoided the heroic treatment by my attempt at interpretation. Similarly I have speculated whether C 3 should not be supplied before D 15; it must be supplied in thought before the following choric expression. I might compare the actually unsyntactical repetition at Ps. 18: 14 from v. 13, of the phrase "hailstones and coals of fire." Also there is unequal balancing of form between the two strophes; C 3 and G 10 stand sole, but their quantum is made up by the parallelistic J 19 and 23, which have no parallel in the first strophe. There is a similar phenomenon in the poetical passage treated by Dr. Harris in his article cited above.
In respect to literary form the variations in this poem constitute an interesting phenomenon. 'Under E there is the alternation of subjects of the verb, with accompanying grammatical change in gender. Under F there is the progress of action on part of the berserker hero, from " smiting the shoulder " and " the chest " of his two antagonists, to his " smashing the head " of the one and " the forehead " of the other, this along with alternation of verbal tense. I 12 with its introductory precative particle 1-is a demand; the parallel simple impf. at 1. 20 is statement of fact, the result demanded.
(2) The Myth The myth is that of the rebellion of the waters personified in the Sea and the River. The genius of the former is Zebfil-Yam, Abode-of-the-Sea, of the latter Thpit-nahar, Ruler (the Biblical "judge ")-of-the-River.3 The River is the fabulous water-supply 8 " Abode," i. e. temple, etc., is a surrogate for the divine name as here and in the earlier texts, Zebfil-Baal; cf. later Hebrew maqdm, etc.
[A striking parallel to the River-Judge is reflected by the legal provisions in cuneiform law whereby disputed cases are presented to the "River-god " for decision by ordeal; cf. e. g., Assyrian Laws, KVI. Ruler-of-the-River, 11. 15 etc. The former deity is also addressed as "z yin, " Mighty-One-of-the-Sea," 1. 17. It is their waters which " surge up to the throne and seat " of Aleyan Baal, 11. 12, 20. For another name given to this deity in the " scolding of names," l. 19, see notes below.4
There arises the problem of the identity of the " Baals " who are spoken of as " thy (Aleyan's) enemies," 11. 8 f., and whose " death " is referred to at 11. 32, 34, 36. They can be no other than the deities of the deep and their associates whom Aleyan " smashed"; they are not the whole pantheon. Indeed in the combat Baal has his cortege of followers, expressed in parallel phrases, 11. 13, 21 and 11. 15, 23 (for the terms see below).
The third act, 11. 28 if., with the introduction of Athtart and her " scolding " of Aleyan and crying " shame " on him, raises yet another problem. That goddess has appeared hitherto only in the smaller Tablets, except for a case of disputed spelling ('ttrt for 'ttrt?), B ii. 13. Why her umbrage here is not obvious. I can only compare Ishtar's dismay and rage over the flood in the Gilgamesh Epic, in truly feminine passion. Athtart's motive may ' Virolleaud, p. 29, discussing the alleged enmity of Kuthar towards Baal makes the point that he is called " Son of the Sea " at B vii. 15; but the interpretation is doubtful, and in any case we can hardly expect logic in these erratic deities.
probably be explained thus: Her complaint, 11. 29 f., is that the destruction of the Sea involves that of the River; it is the fate of the latter that outrages her. I can but suppose that the myth involved lies in the problem facing nature, of which Athtart as goddess of fertility was the peculiar patroness, if the River, i. e. the rivers, are suppressed equally with the Sea. Their punishment and restraint equally with the Sea was necessary in view of the destructive spates, sails, of Syria and Arabia. Their equality is expressed at Ps. 24: 2, " He has founded it [the earth] upon the seas, establishes it on the rivers." (N. b. the variation of tense just as in the present poem.) Again Ps. 74: 15, " Thou hast dried up ever-running rivers "; for the " drying up " cf. our text at 1. 28. The indeterminate noun " river," whose " channels rejoice the City of God " (a paradisaic expression), Ps. 46: 5, may be the River of our myth. To Athtart's mind the destruction of the Baals of the deep might also involve the destruction of many, or all, Baals, and lead to the tyranny of one God. This notion may underlie the phrase " a day for the death of Baals," 11. 32, 34. The Phoenician myths as retailed by Sanchuniathon are full of the envies and contentions of the deities for supremacy.
In the following translation fragmentary vocables will be avoided to be discussed below in the Notes. 13b. Vir. is puzzled over the conflict of genders between trtks here and yrtks at 1. 15. The conflict is resolved by recognizing that the respective subjects must vary in gender. The first verb is construed with the noun bd, which must be fem., the second with smd, which must be masc. This grammatical interpretation denies Vir.'s treatment of bd bel as proper name of " a personage who runs to the aid of B.," comparing the element bd in Phoen. nn. pr., e. g. Bod-Ashtart. The element is indeed that Phoen. word, obscure in origin, used here as in the phrase " the bd of the Sidonians " (Piraeus inscr., Cooke, NSI. no. 33), in the sense of " clientele of the Sidonians." The present would then be the earliest occurrence of this interesting word. With Vir., the verb is the Arab. rqz, Aram. rqd, " to move, dance," here used of the rhythmical surging of the waters.
" Like an eagle ": the same simile of divine action at Jer. 48: 40. 14. hIm 1. 26 11 to the impf. ylm 11. 16, 24: with Vir. the root must mean " to smite," but must be Hif. of a root Im, perhaps aboriginal to ieb. him.
15. smd bd varies with bd above, of which it is only an amplification; cf. Syr. use of the root in sense of " assembly," etc.
"Between the hands ": i. e. " on the breast "; as Vir. notes, the same expression is found at Zech. 13: 6. Note below the parallel "between the eyes." 17-18a. 'z ym, etc.: as argued above I take the sentence as vocative. For tz cf. the Akk. divine epithet ezzu, and ieb. tizzfIz, epithet of God, Ps. 78: 4. For the following phrase cf. the parallel at 1. 26. The verbs are jussive here, indicative there; they are respectively fem. and masc. with following subjects of identical gender; and the pronominal suffix -h affixed to each must refer here to the antecedent " thy sea," and below to antecedent "the earth." Vir. translates: "pour que se calment (?) ses vagues," and suggests Heb. pinnot, "pinnacles, crests." I hazard the guess that pnt means " surface," as " face," and tmn is the Akkad. temennu, "foundation." 22. yprsh: I had thought of Arab. parsaha, "to extend," but Vir. does better by comparison with Akk. pulasuhu, "to tread down." He takes it as a middle, "elle s'effaisse," but the gender of the verb and its parallel yNl, which cannot have 'ars (infra) as subject, requires a masc. subject, i. e. Baal. The parallel is then to be explained from the root cll, and as Hif., in the sense "to levitate, raise "; cf. Arab. ya4cala in the latter sense. N. b. the acc. with the prep. 1, as frequent in these texts.
27. ykt: to be explained from Arab. root kyt, "to collect," which probably is to be related to Heb. Ns, as generally understood at Zeph. 2: 1. The same may be root of the name of the river Kishon, whose floods are notorious since the days of Deborah. yst ym ylcly tpt nhr: for the first sentence Vir. translates, " sets the sea in its place," with which might be compared Ps. 104: 9, " thou hast set a bound " [to the waters]. But parallelism with the following verb, which appears at D i. 2, of the " dispatching of the Serpent," suggests the unique and rare Heb. root nst " to dry up," cf. Is. 19: 5, where again epical language (e. g. " River ") is employed. The many references to the drying up of the Red Sea in Biblical poetry are generally regarded as having a mythological background; see Gunkel, Schdpfung und Chaos, 90 ff.
28. bs'm tgerm: Vir. avoids translation of the first word; I have no doubt that it means " by name." He questions the suffix -m of the verb, whether as plural "them" (but no plural antecedent appears), or as the Akk. conjunctival particle -ma, found elsewhere in these texts. As " name " is in the sing. (vs. 11. 11, 18), and only Aleyan is " scolded," we may best regard -m as sing., "him," as found in Phoen. and in Heb. -emo. (see Ges.-Kautzsch. HG, ? 58, g, ? 103, f, note). The root g'r is constantly used in Biblical poetry of the divine activity, e. g. Ps. 9: 6; 104: 7; Is. 17: 3 (cited just above).
